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INTRODUCTION 
Let f be an extended-real-valued function on a product of two sets 
X x Y. The marginal function inf, f associated with f (also called the 
value function) is defined on Y by 
infxf(Y) = inf,,,f(x,y). (0.1) 
The behavior of inf, f determines the range of penalty and duality 
methods which are valid for the problem of minimizing f(. , y) on X for a 
given parameter y. In particular, various unilateral (directional) deriva- 
tives of the marginal function furnish “measures of sensitivity”’ of the 
minimization problems. They have an intimate relationship to the 
Lagrange multipliers feasible for the corresponding minimization prob- 
lems [35, 19, 33,. . .I. 
In this paper we deal with upper and lower estimates of two such 
derivatives (contingent and equi-tangent) of inf, f in terms of the corre- 
sponding derivatives of f. Further specializations will be given in the case 
of f=g i $A,A,where g: XX Y -+ E, A c X X Y represents the explicit- 
constraints relation, *A is the indicator function of A and i is the upper 
extension of the addition. 
The contingent (epi-) derivative at z of a function g on a quasi-topo- 
logical vector space 2 is the following (positively homogeneous, lower 
semicontinuous) functions DC-; _ ,g(z): Z + LR: 
DC-;-,g(z)h = sup sup inf inf L[g(z + t’h’) -g(z)]. 
QsJy(,,) r>o O<t’<t h’EQ t’ 
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Slightly generalizing a result of Penot [321 we have that 
for each x E Min, f(y) = (x’ E X: f(x’, y) I inf, f(y)]. (If f is of the 
form g i tiA, we shall denote by inf, g and Min, g the corresponding 
marginal function and the multifunction of minima.) 
In order to actually achieve the equality in (0.2) we used some weak 
compactness-like properties of the families of approximate minima. In 
particular, the equality holds in (0.2), whenever the multifunction 
(t’,k’) e i[Minxf(Y + t’k’) -x] 
has nonempty upper limit (adherence) as t’ tends to 0 and k’ to k. 
Penot establishes the equality in (0.2) for Banach spaces in the case 
where D,-; -,f(x, yXh, 0) is strictly positive for h f 0 [32]. We extend his 
result to locally convex spaces. 
The equi-tangent derivative (usually called generalized Clarke deriuative) 
DC+, +; -,g of a lower semicontinuous function g is defined by 
D,,, +; -,dzV = sup inf sup inf ‘(f(z’ + t’h’) - g(z’)), QEJI/(h) WEMCZ) z,~wh’~Q t’ 
f>O t’<t 
where N(z) is the neighborhood filter of z for the supremum of the 
considered topology of 2 and of the weakest topology for which g is 
upper semicontinuous [38, 37, 101. The study of estimates for the equitan- 
gent derivative of marginal functions has been initiated by Clarke [3] and 
continued by numerous authors [15, 19, 331. . . . 
In a series of papers [42, 39, 36, 351, Rockafellar extends to non locally 
Lipschitzian functions a theorem of Hiriart-Urruty [23] to the effect that 
D (+,+;-+nfxf(Y)k 5 SUP inf D,,, +; -,f(x, y)(h, k), 
xEMinxf(y) hcX 
(0.3) 
where the equi-tangent derivatives are calculated with respect to the usual 
topologies in finite dimensional spaces, f is supposed to be lower semicon- 
tinuous and tame at y. The latter property is equivalent to the existence of 
a compact set K in X and a neighborhood W of y (in the supremum of 
the usual topology and the coarsest topology for which inf, f is upper 
semicontinuous) such that Min, f(y’) meets K for each y’ E W. 
We establish (0.3) for a broad class of topologies (that contains 
linear topologies) removing the restriction of finite dimension. The com- 
pactness-like properties that we use are also considerably weaker than 
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tameness: Min, f(y’> may escape from any bounded set rolling over 
directions as y’ tends to y. 
This sensible improvement of existent results is due to the use of the 
theory of r-limits (originated by De Giorgi and Franzoni [6]) which 
provides insight and versatile tools (e.g., [S, 21,221). This paper is intended 
as an illustration of some applications of that theory. 
Theory of compactoid and compact filters 113, 11, 301 finds here its 
consecutive application. Results on lower semicontinuity of marginal func- 
tions (e.g., [ll]) are applied in this paper to difference quotients. We use 
as well some stability results of the relation of minima Min, f (e.g., 1121). 
1. GENERALIZED DERIVATIVES 
We are concerned with unilateral directional derivatives, i.e., with 
positively homogeneous functions which epigraphs approximate the 
epigraphs of given functions. It was observed [lo] that the unilateral 
derivatives encountered in the literature may be expressed as appropriate 
r-functionals of difference-quotients. 
For 1 I i 5 12, let Xi be a nonempty set, e a filter on Xi and (Y~ a sign 
( + or - 1. By using the convention that ext += sup and ext-= inf, we 
define, after De Giorgi [S], I’-functionals of functions f: 17yC=,Xi -+ R: 
If, for some i, 1 I i I it, 7i is a topology on Xi, then we write 
( limr(q~l,. . , Tpi, , yzn)f)(Xi) for lim r(.ppl,.. ,,y,;(x,)-l,. , 9y)f, (1.2) 
where 4$xi) is the neighborhood filter at xi for ri. For instance, let T be 
a topology on a set X and let f = {f,}, E r be a family of functions on X 
filtered by 9 on T. Then, on putting f(t, x) = fr(x), one obtains 
respectively, the upper and lower epi-limits (also called variational limits or 
infimal limits) (e.g., [5, 6, 10, 211). They are frequently denoted by Is& and 
li> (lim sup&, liminfk,). In particular, I’(r-)f = cl, f, the Aower semi- 
continuous hull of f. 
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When we need to indicate the link between variables and extremizations 
we use the convention where x’ +TO1 x substitutes N,(x)“. For example, 
given topologies 7 on X and (+ on Y and a function f: X X Y + il?, we 
write 
lim r(x’ II, x, y’ 5 y) f( x’, Y ‘) for (lim,(,+,,-, f)(x, Y). 
If a topology in question is fixed or indicated by the context, we omit its 
name in the above formula. 
A topology on a linear space is called quasi-linear [lo], if the addition is 
continuous and, if for each A E R, the mapping x +, Ax is continuous. 
Let T be a quasi-linear topology on X. Consider an extended-real-valued 
function f on X, finite at x. The contingent, tangent, and interior (e&j 
deriuatives of f at x are, respectively, 
D,-,,-,f(.+ = lim,(, L O,hs f h) t ‘rfc x + th’) -f(x)] (1.4) 
Dc+,,-,fWh = limr~t_t,o.h~~h~~ t [f( x + tfz’) -f(x)] (1.5) 
D,+,,+,fWh = ~imr~,2+o,h~&)l 4f( x + th’) -f(x)]. (1.6) 
Classical Dini (directional) derivatives constitute a special case of the 
above derivatives. When the topology on X is fixed we shall also write 
DC-; -p DC+; -p DC+; +)- 
Consider another topology u on X. We define the equi-tangent (epi-) 
derivative of f (in fact, a-equi T-tangent derivative) by 
D ,+,,+;,-,f(x)h = lim,(,~o,(,,,.,)‘“X”‘V’p’ft,(X,f(X)),h’~ h) 
;Lf( x’ + fh’) - r’] ) 
(1.7) 
where (a X V) V epi f is the restriction to the epigraph of f of the 
product of u and of the usual topology v of the real line. Similarly, we 
define the equi-interior (epi-> derivative (more precisely, a-equi T-interior 
derivative) DC+,m+;7+jf(x)h. 
We denote by L the discrete topology on X (which is quasi-linear). The 
above-defined derivatives with respect to L: D,-; &-), DC+; ‘-) = 
D(+;‘+)J++,o+;L-) = D(+,CT+;L+) are said to be radial. Note that in the case 
of the discrete topology (as the “second” topology) the equi-tangent 
derivative coincides with the tangent derivative: D,, ‘+; 7-j = DC+;7-j and, 
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similarly, Dc+,l+;r+) = D(+;7+r The above observation justifies the name 
“equi-tangent derivative.” It is also called the (generalized) Clarke (direc- 
tional) deriuatiue in honor of F. H. Clarke who introduced the concept in 
[3] in the case of locally Lipschitzian functions on the Euclidean space. Its 
extension (1.7) is due to R. T. Rockafellar (e.g., [37, 381, . . .I) for the cases 
7 = u and 7 = L. Let a,,if = u V (epi f>-‘v, where (epif)-‘v is the 
coarsest topology on X for which f is upper semicontinuous. Then 
D (+,q+;,-,f = D(+,n+:7-) f. Finally, if f is lower semicontinuous at x in u, 
then it is known [37, 24, 101 that 
D (+,,+;.-,f(x)h = lim + I-(t ,: 0, .d”~ x, h’ 2 h ) x’ + th’) - f (xl)]. 
(1.8) 
If T 2 u and (+ is a linear topology, then Dc+,o+;7-jf(x) and 
D (+, W+; 7+) f(x) are convex positively homogeneous [38, 24, 101. 
2. APPROXIMATING CONES 
The indicator function I&~ of a subset A of a set X is defined 
ifxEA 
7 otherwise. 
I-functionals applied to indicator functions (or to characteristic functions 
of sets) have been used to define various limits of filtered families of sets 
(e.g., [5, 10, 211). In particular, the classical upper and lower limits of 
filtered families of sets have been recovered in this way. 
Suppose that, for 1 5 i, I * * . I i, s it, ril is a topology on Xi,, while 
for the remaining indices i, we consider filters e on Xi. Let A be a subset 
of xi x .a* 
X 
x X,,. Then Lim,,l,___, Iq ,,,,,, gfn) A is the subset of Xi, 
. * * x Xi, defined by 
(2.1) 
For example, take A = {A,}, E T, where, for each t E T, A, c X. In other 
words, A is a subset of T x X. Let F be a filter on T, 7 a topology on X. 
Then x E Lim(,-,.-, A (frequently denoted by Ls&A), if and only if for 
every Q E d(x), each F E 9- there is t E F such that A, n Q # 0, 
while, x E Lim(,+ T-) A (frequently denoted by &&A), if and only if for 
each Q E 4(x) there exists F E P- such that, for every t E F, A, n 
Q # 0. 
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Disposing with the notions of limit (2.11, we are in a position to define 
various cones that locally approximate subsets of linear spaces. Many, 
more or less classical, approximating cones may be so introduced. While 
dealing with subsets C of a real linear space Y, we consider the tru&z- 
tion-homothefy (the counterpart of the difference quotient), which is the 
following relation (multifunction) from Y X R+ to Y: 
(YJ) - 7 C-Y). 2 
One notes that the difference quotient of the indicator function of C is 
equal to the indicator function of the translation-homothety of C (i.e., of 
the set {(y, t, h): h E (l/tXC - y)). For this reason, every derivative 
defined in Section 1 has its counterpart in an approximating cone. Let 8 
be a quasi-linear topology on Y, C a (nonempty) subset of Y. The 
contingent, tangent, and interior cones of C at y are defined, respectively, 
by 
T(-;,-,C(Y) = Limc,:o,,-j fw-Y) (2.2) 
q+;,-,c(Y) = LiqAl,o-, ;(c-Y) (2.3) 
~+;,+,C(Y) = L$,fo,,+j+CC -Y). (2.4) 
When p is another topology on Y, then the equi-tangent (i.e., p-equi 
B-tangent) cone and the equi-interior cone of C at y are defined by 
T (+,p+;o-jC(~) = Lim&,,f’fZ+VC!+,o-~ t A(C - y’) (2.5) 
T (+,p+;B+jC(Y) (2.6) 
where p V C stands for the restriction of the topology p to the set C. 
Applying the limits (2.1) to graphs, epigraphs, and hypographs of func- 
tions, one obtains various notions of limits of filtered families of functions. 
Some of them have been already defined directly in Section 1, for instance, 
one has [5, 6, 101 
d(l~rcF+,.-, f) = Lim(9+,7xu-j expf 
epi(lim,(,-,T-, f) = Lim(9-,7xV-j epif 
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and also [lo] 
epi(limr(F+,.+, f) = Lim(,+,.+,V-,epif. 
(We recall that v stands for the usual topology of the real line.) 
This possibility of passing from the limits of families of sets to the 
corresponding (epi-) limits of families of functions and the fact that 
f[epif- (x,r)] = epi[ff(x + t*) - ~1 (2.7) 
enables us to see the epi-derivatives (1.3) through (1.6) as approximating 
conesto eipgraphs. 
Namely, 
ePi(+,,-,f<x>> = (T,-;...-)epif)(x,f(x)) (2.8) 
ep@(+;,-,fW) = (T,+;.,,-)epif)(x,f(x)) (2.9) 
epi( D, +,,+;.-)f<X>) = (T,+,,,,+;.,,-,epif)(x,f(x)) (2.10) 
epi(D(+;,+,f(-d) = (T(+;,+,.-pi fbfb)) (2.11) 
epi( DC +,w+;T+)fW) = (T,+,,,,+;.+,.-,epif)(x,f(x)). (2.12) 
It is known [24, 38, 44, lo] under some mild assumptions on topologies 
involved that the equi-tangent cone is convex. A similar argument proves 
the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 8 be a quasi-linear topology finer than a linear 
topology p. Zf q+,P+; ,+,C( y > is nonempty then 
T (+,p+;B+)c(Y) + q+,,+;,-)c(Y) = q+,p+;e+)c(Y). (2.13) 
This theorem implies the above-mentioned convexity of equi-tangent 
and equi-interior cones. Since Tc+,P+; @+) C(y) is open with respect to 8, it 
is equal to the interior of Tc+,P+.B-j C(y) provided that 6 is linear [26]. 
Therefore one actually has this generalization of [32]: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 8, p be linear topologies and 8 2 p. Zf 
T c+,p+;e+jC(y) is nonempty, then 
~b(q+,~+;e+,C(~)) = cle(T(+,,+;,-,C(Y)) = T(+,p+,e-,C(~). (2.14) 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that 0 and p are linear topologies and 6 r p. 
If q+,p+;o+) C(y) is nonempty, y E C, then 
Lim (PVC)+ (Y’ - Y,o-) T c+,p +;e-)C(Y’) = T(+,,+;~-,C(Y). (2.15) 
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Proof. Since y E C, we have the inclusion c . On the other hand, one 
easily checks that 
Lim (PVC)+ (Y’ - Y,O T (+TP +;e-jC( y’) ZJ Lim~y~~pvc)+y,~-~ T(+ p+.L-)C(~‘) . , 
= T,+,,+;,-,C(Y). (2.16) 
Now apply cl, to both the sides and recall Corollary 2.2. 0 
3. HYPOCOMPACTOID RELATIONS 
Some types of results concerning differentiation of marginal functions 
that we are going to present require certain compactness-like assumptions. 
Traditional notions of compactness are unnecessarily stringent for our 
purposes and may be substituted by weaker properties [23, 36, 31, 111. 
A filter (or a filter base) F on a topological space is called compactoid 
if every ultrafilter L% finer than 9 (9~ p(F)> is convergent. In particu- 
lar, a nonempty set A is compactoid if its principal filter is compactoid 
(every ultrafilter containing A converges). 
Consider a relation M c Y X X, where X is a topological space and 9 
a filter on Y. Suppose that 9 meets the domain of M, i.e., the set 
M-lx = {y E Y: M(y) # 0). M is called compactoid along S, if the 
filter generated by M9= (MG: G E 9) is compactoid. 
A mapping m from a subset of Y to X is called a &eventual selection 
of M, if there exists G E 9 such that m(y) E M(y) for each y E G. 
A relation M: Y<X is said to be hypocompactoid along a filter 9, if for 
every ultrafilter 4 finer than (MG and such that M- ‘X = ( y E Y: M(y) 
# 0) E 8, there exists a ?&eventual selection m of M, for which m(Q) 
converges. In particular, if A is a compactoid set (for example, a relatively 
compact set) such that M(y) n A # 0 for some G E 9 and each y E G, 
then M is hypocompactoid along 9. 
In particular, if M has a &eventual selection m for which m(9) is 
compactoid, then M is hypocompactoid along &. 
A relation from a topological space (Y, 0) to a topological space (X, 7), 
hypocompactoid along a neighbourhood filter Jy,( y) is called (B-locally) 
r-hypocompactoid at y. 
The above notion of hypocompactoidness at y is weaker than a concept 
introduced by Penot 131, Definition 1.31 as a variant of lower semiconti- 
nuity. 
A filter F on a topological space is called sequentially compactoid if 
every sequence finer than 9 (i.e., such that the elementary filter it 
generates is finer than 97 admits a convergent subsequence. A countably 
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based filter in a first countable space is sequentially compactoid, if and 
only if, it is compactoid. A relation M: Y<X is called sequentially 
hypocompactoid, if for every sequence (y,) on M-IX, there exists a 
subsequence (y,,> and a convergent sequence (x,1 such that xk E Mynk. 
Sequentially hypocompactoid and compactoid relations are not compa- 
rable in general. 
In the sequel we shall use a special case of Theorem 6.2 of [ll]. Recall 
that the sets of e-approximate minima of f are given for each E > 0 by: 
“Minxf(y) = 
{x: f(X,Y) 5 -l/e} ifinf,f(y) = --co, 
{x: f(x, y) 5 inf, f( y) + E} otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f: X x Y + R be lower semicontinuous on X X { y) 
and let, for every small E > 0, “Min, f be hypocompactoid at y. Then inf, f 
is lower semicontinuous at y. 
Proof Suppose that inf,f is not lower semicontinuous at y: there 
exists s < r < inf, f(y) and an ultrafilter L% convergent to y such that 
inf, f(y’) < s, for each y’ in some U E 9. For E = min(r - s, 11/r-I), 
“Min, f(y’) c (x’: fb’, y’) I r}. By hypocompactoidness, there is a selec- 
tion m: U --) X of “Min, f such that m(2) converges to an element x of 
X. By the lower semicontinuity of f, r 2 sup, E &nf,,, U f(m(y’), y’) 2 
f(x, y) 2 inf, f(y), a contradiction. 0 
By a similar argument, one also gets a sequential variant of the above 
result: 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that topologies on X and Y are first-countable 
and that f is lower semicontinuous on X x {y). Zf for each small E > 0, 
“Min, f is sequentially hypocompactoid at y, then inf, f is lower semicontin- 
uous at y. 
4. BOUNDS FOR CONTINGENT epi-DERIVATIVES OF 
MARGINAL FUNCTIONS 
Consider an extended-real-valued function f on a product of linear 
spaces X X Y. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be equipped with a quasi-linear topology and X with 
an arbitrary topology. Let inf, f ( y ) be finite. Then, for (Y = - or + , for 
each x E Min, f(y), 
DC,;-+nf,f(y)k I kf+-jf(x,y)(h,k). (4.1) 
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Proof. Denote by u the topology of Y and by o the chaotic topology of 
X. If x belongs to Min, f(y), then 
We may carry inf,, E x before l/t, obtaining, for arbitrary h E X, 
D,,;,-,%f(~)k = limr(,:o,k~5k,h.~h~t %rc x + th’, y + tk’) - f( x, y)]. 
The right-hand side in the above formula is equal to Dca;oXn-jf(x, yxh, k) 
and, since the chaotic topology o is the coarsest among all topologies on 
X, the proof is complete. q 
Remark 4.2. If X is a set without any structure one has, analogously to 
(4.11, 
DC,;-,inf,f(y)k 5 inf [qa;-,f(x7 Q](YW. (4.2) 
xEMinxf(y) 
This formula generalizes a half of [32, Lemma 1.83. 
The assumption that x E Min, f(y) in both Theorem 2.1 and in (2.6) is 
essential. Indeed, 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Define f: [w X Iw --, 02 by 
/ 
4 
f(X>Y) = x2y+y2' 
if x2 + y2 > 0 
h otherwise. 
Then inf, f is constantly equal to zero, while both epi-derivatives of f are 
equal to the usual (FrCchet) derivative. One has Of (0,1X0, - 1) = - 2. 
Consider now an extended-real-valued function g on X and a relation 
A c X X Y. The linear spaces X and Y are equipped with quasi-linear 
topologies T and u. The contingent epi-derivative l),-;,,,-,(g i $A) may 
be estimated in many ways by various unilateral derivatrves of g restricted 
to various approximating cones of A. In what follows, the symbols 
(or, (Ye, pi, p2, & take values either in I - 1, + 11 or in I -, + 1 (depending 
on the context). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (x, y) E A. Zf 
aI + PI 2 0, (Y2 + P2 2 0, (4.3) 
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then 
Proo$ If f: 2 --) D and B c Z, where Z is a linear space then, for 
each t > 0, h E Z, z E B, we have 
;uf + &I>( = + th) - (f + b>(4) 
= + th) -f(4) + v&tXB-zjW. I (4.5) 
The use of [9, Theorem 1.21, to estimate the I’(-, - , - )-functional of 
the difference quotient of g i *A yields (4.4). 0 
This proposition together with Theorem 4.1 gives 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let inf, g(y) be finite. Then 
DC-;,-,infA g( y)k 5 inf inf 
xEMi%dy) ~EIT~~,;,~~,,~,~A(x,Y)I& 
D(al;+&, y)(h, k). 
(4.6) 
We shall give now sufficient conditions under which, for contingent 
derivatives, the opposite inequality in (4.1) holds as well. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let f(x, y> = inf, f(y) befinite. Suppose that, for every 
small E > 0, the relation 
Min, f ( y + t’k’) - x] (4.7) 
is hypocompactoid at (0, k). Then 
Proof: We define the following function g: I%+ X X X Y + R by setting 
g(t’,h’,k’) = ;[f(x + t’h’, y + t’k’) -f(x,y)], if t’ > 0 
do, h’, k’) = D,-; -,f(x, y)(h’, k’). 
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One verifies that, for t’ > 0, 
“Min, g( t’, k’) = : [““Minx f( y + t’k’) - x] . 
By Theorem 3.1 the marginal function on X of g is lower semicontinuous 
at (0, k), that is, 
lim T(r’ ; 0, k’ ; k) inf g( t’, h’, k’) 2 En g(0, h, k). 
h’EX 
(4.9) 
Since the topology on Y is quasi-linear and since x E Min, f(y), the 
left-hand side of (4.9) becomes D,-; -,inf, f(y)k. We conclude that (4.9) 
is another form of (4.8). q 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that the topologies are first-countable. If for 
each @,, t,, k,),, EN convergent to (0, 0, k) there exist a subsequence {n,},,, EN 
of {nj,,N and a convergent sequence {hmJmEN such that 
h, E A [b.mMin, f ( y + tnmkn,) - x] , 
“m 
then (4.11) holds. 
Proof. For E > 0, set 6, = et,. Start the argument of the preceding 
proof and then apply Theorem 3.2. q 
In order to give a geometric interpretation of our hypotheses we shall 
give this special case of Theorem 4.6: 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose that there exist t > 0, a neighborhood Q of k, 
and a selection m on y + (0, t)Q of Min,f such that 
:[m(y + t’k’) -xl (4.10) 
has nonempty adherence as t’ -+ 0 and k’ * k. Then (4.8) holds. 
Proof Observe that (l/t’Wm(y + t’k’) - x] belongs to (l/t’)[Min,f 
(y + t’k’) - n] and apply Theorem 4.6. 0 
The notion of adherence that is used in formulating the above corollary 
may be expressed in terms of limits of sets (2.1). The adherence of (4.10) is 
equal to 
Lim(t’ ; 0, k’ ; k,+ ’ [m(y + t’k’) --xl. 
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In particular, the assumption of Corollary 4.8 is satisfied, if 
lim ,S,o,k,+O(l/t’)[m(y + t’k’) - m(y)] exists for some selection of Min,f 
on y + [O, t]Q for which m(y) = x. 
It follows from Theorem 4.6, that if there exists x E Min, f(y) such 
that for each E > 0 the relation defined by (4.7) is hypocompactoid at 
(0, k), then 
DC-; -,inf, f( y)k L min inf D,-; -,f(x, y)(h, k). (4.11) 
xEMinxf(y) hsX 
We shall consider a weaker assumption of bounded hypocompactoid- 
ness, but we shall require it to hold for each x E Min, f(y) and we shall 
reinforce it by some additional hypotheses. In doing so, we shall extend 
Theorem 5.11 of Penot [32]. 
We call a relation M from a set Y to a linear topological space X 
boundedly compuctoid along a filter 52- on Y, if for every bounded subset B 
of X, the relation M n B is compactoid along 9. When Y is topologized, 
one defines analogously relations boundedly compactoid at y. 
According to the definitioni every relation valued in the topological dual 
E’ (of a barreled space E) equipped with the weak topology cr(E’, E) (in 
particular, in finite dimension) is boundedly compactoid. For instance, as 
easily seen, if the relation (of implicit constraints): {y’, x’): f(x’, y’) < + m} 
is B-tangentially compact at (y, x) in the direction k in the sense of Penot 
[32], then for each E > 0, the relation given by (4.7) is boundedly com- 
pactoid at (0, k). Consider now the relation: 
(E’, t’, k’) t-, “‘Min, f( y + t ‘k’) . (4.12) 
If we assume that the function f is well set at y [32, Definition 5.101 and 
X, Y are normed, then the relation given by (4.12) is hypocompactoid as 
(0, 0, k). Let 7, u be locally convex linear topologies on X and Y, respec- 
tively. Let inf, f(y) be finite. 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that 
(i) the relation (4.12) is hypocompactoid as t’, e’ tend to 0 and k’ tends 
to k in CT; 
(ii) for each x E Minx f(y) for each E > 0, the relation (4.7) is 
boundedly compactoid as t’ tends to 0 and k’ tends either to k or to 0; 
(iii) for each x E Min, f(y) and euery h # 0, II,-; -,f(x, yXh, 0) > 0; 
(iv) Lim(,,, 0, k,S k T-jEr ’ Min, f(y + t’k’) c Minx f(y). 
Then, the estimate (4.11) holds. 
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Proof. It is known (e.g., [21]) that there is an ultralilter Q on R+X Y 
convergent o (0, k) such that 
DC-.; -,inf, f( y)k = limr(%-,+ [infxf(y + t’k’) - infxf(y)]. (4.13) 
Consider the case where inf,f(y + t’k’) > --03 for (t’, k’) in some 
U E c%. By (i), for E > 0, there is an $&eventual selection m of the 
relation (t’, k’) H Ef’ Min, f(y + t’k’) convergent to an element x of 
Min, f(y) in view of (iv). Then (4.13) is equal to 
lim r&,[f(mW% y + W -f(x,y)]. (4.14) 
If there is U E % such that ((l/t’Nm(t’, k’) - xl: (t’, k’) E U} is bounded, 
then by (ii) there is h E X such that (4.14) is greater or equal to 
D,-; -,f(x, yXh, k) and (4.11) is proved. 
The opposite case occurs when there are a continuous seminorm p and 
U E L% such that {r(t’, k’)/t’, (t’, k’) E U} is an unbounded subset of I$+, 




, I , 
-p --p f x+ rcmcr~f)-x),y+r'(~)) -f(x,y)). 
(4.15) 
In view of (ii) (second variant), there is a limit h of (m(t’, k’) - x)/r’ 
(different from O!> and thus (4.13) becomes +w, since D,-; -,f(x, yXh, 0) 
> 0. In this case (4.11) clearly holds. 
We omit a similar proof of the complementary case in which 
inf, f(y + t’k’) = - 03 for (t’, k’) in some U E 9. 0 
The above proof is similar to the original proof of Penot, but is not 
sequential. This feature broadens considerably the applicability; as we 
have already mentioned, assumption (ii> may be dropped if we deal with 
the weak topology of the dual of a barreled space. Besides we require 
bounded compactoidness of a relation that is always smaller and fre- 
quently much smaller than that of implicit constraints used in [32]. 
Condition (iv) is verified if, for instance, f is lower semicontinuous and 
inf, f is upper semicontinuous at y (which is a very mild assumption!) 
WI. 
Theorem 4.9 easily applies to minimization problems with explicit con- 
straints. It hinges on the estimate 
&c&g + vb)<x, Y) 2 Dc--;7-&) + ~~~-;,,,-~~~x,~~~ (4.16) 
The above formula is a consequence of [9, Theorem 1.11. That theorem, 
however, may not be applied directly, i not being a meet semi-homomor- 
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phism of R. The difficulty is avoided by observing that g i $A = g V c$A 
(where 4A is equal -m on A and + m outside A) and that, analogously to 
4.5, 
f((f v 44 = + th) - (f v 4LdW) 
= ;(f( 2 + th) -f(d) v 4(l,rpr) (4.17) 
if z E B and f(z) is finite. Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 4.10. Suppose that 
(i) either the relation (t ‘, k’) H At + t ‘k’) or, for each r E R, the 
relation (t’, k’) * Ix’: g(x, y + t’k’)} is hypocompactoid as t’ teno!s to 0 
and k’ to k; 
(ii) for each x E Min, g(y) the relation (t’, k’) -+ (l/t’XA(y + t’k’) 
- x) is boundedly compactoid as t’ tends to 0 and k’ tends either to k or 
to 0; 
(iii) for each x E Min, g(y) and, for euery h # 0 in (T(-; -,4x, y))O, 
D,-; -)g(xM > 0; 
(iv) (of Theorem 4.9) holds for f = g i GA. 
Then, 
D,-; -,inf, g( y) k L min inf 
xEMinxf(y) h~(T&,A(x,y))k 
DC-; -,g( x)h. (4.18) 
5. UPPER BOUNDED FOR EQUI-TANGENT epi-DERIVATIVES OF 
MARGINAL FUNCTIONS 
Let 7,,$ be topologies on X, (T, 0 topologies on Y, f an extended 
real-valued function on X X Y for which inf, f(y) is finite. 
We denote by (5 x 8),,if the supremum of 5 X 0 and of the coarsest 
topology for which f is upper semicontinuous and, analogously by &.piCinfxfj 
the supremum of 8 and of the coarsest topology for which the marginal 
function inf, f is upper semicontinuous. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f be lower semicontinuous in 5 x 8. Let Min, f be 
hypocompactold at y from B,,iCinfxf, to 5. Then for each k E Y, 
D C+,e+;C-,infxf(y)k s sup cl inf D Che* (+,5x@+;Txm ) - f(X, y)(h, k). 
xE Mb,&(y) 
(5.1) 
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Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, the function inf,f is lower semicon- 
tinuous at y with respect to flepitinfxfj. One has that 
q+,e+;a-)infx f( Y)k = q+,e&(,“fxf,; LI-) inf,fbW 
= lim + 8’.,k,-rkj W(l”fX,, 6 r(t’ -  0, y’ 
;kf( y’ + t’k’) - inf, f ( y’)]. 
It is known from [21] that 
lim 
u+,~~Y)+, -) = SUP limrc+,,+, -), (5.2) 
%~&+TY) 
where &V(y) denotes the set of all ultrafilters finer than the filter A’(y). 
By hypocompactoidness, for each c% E &4’(y) there exists a ?&eventual 
selection m s of Min, f and x in X such that x E lims m,(‘?k!). In 
particular, there exists U E % such that for each y’ E U 
: [in& f( y’ + t’k’) - inf, f( y’)] 
= hi:fE$~[f(mi(yf) + t’h’, Y’ + t’k’) -f(mdy’),y’)] 
and, thus, recalling that o stands for the chaotic topology, we have that 
lim ,,~o,~+,Y-)hi:~~[f(m4(y’) + t’h’,~’ + t’k’) -f(ms(y’)9~‘] 
= limryt : o,b?l,xl)~+, 0x$ [f(x’+ t’h’,y’+ t’k’) -f(x’,y’)], 
(5.3) 
where 1 denotes the identity on Y. The expression in (5.3) is a-1.s.c. as a 
function of k. We have that (rn% x l)% 3 A&x) X ~‘&~.,.&y). We shall 
show that Cm, X l)% converges to (x, y> in (5 X 131,~~~ and that x E 
Minx f(y). 
Since f is lower semicontinuous with respect to 5 x 8 (thus with respect 
to 5 x f3ePiCinfxf,> and inf, f is upper semicontinuous with respect to 
eeepi(infx I)’ we have, by virtue of Corollary 2.2 of [12], that 
x E lim* rn& S) c Lim(,,,-, Min, f c Min, f( y). 
Now if r > f(x, y> = infxf(y), then there is U E c% such that for y’ E U, 
inf, f(y’) < r, hence (rn% x l)U c ((x’, y’): f(x), y’) < r}. 
Therefore (5.3) is less than cl,(infhEXD~+,SXB+;~Xlr-~f(X, y) h, k) for 
an arbitrary topology T on X. In view of (5.2) the proof is complete. 0 
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Remark 5.2. In the course of demonstration we have actually proved 
that Min, f x 1 is (5 x 131,~~~ -hypocompactoid Bepi(infxfj-locally at y. As 
we have observed in the introduction, the condition of tameness entails 
our hypocompactoidness ( ee [ 111). Therefore the corresponding estimates 
of Rockafellar and of Hiriart-Urruty follow from Theorem 5.1. 
We call a topology regular, if each neighborhood filter admits a base 
composed of closed sets (we do not require that the topology by Haus- 
dorff). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that (,0 are regular. Let f be lower semicon- 
tinuous with respect to 5 x 8. Suppose that there exists a MOepiCintuf)(y)-even- 
tual &compactoid selection m of Min, f. Then there exists a subset K of 
Min, f(y) such that K x { y) is (5 x 8jePi f -compact and 
D C+,e+;C-+nfxf(y)k 5 ,S~PK~T:D~+,(xe+;rx~~)f(X, y)(h, k). (5.4) 
Proof. By Remark 5.2, for each ultrafilter Q finer than JYg,pi(infXf)(y) 
there is an x E X such that (m x 11% converges to (x, y) in (5 x B)epif. 
The set 
is a subset of Min, f(y) for which (5.4) holds. 
We shall show that K X {y) is compact in (5 X 8),,if. For (each 
function) f the coarsest topology for which f is continuous is regular (in 
our sense). Hence (5 x e), (the supremum of that topology and of 5 X 0) 
is regular and as f is supposed to be lower 5 X &semicontinuous, 
(5 X elepif = (5 X ejf. 
By virtue of [13, Corollary 4.131 (see also [30]) the limit in (5.5) is 
(5 x B),,if-compact, so is K x {y}. 0 
If the selection used in Corollary 5.3 is not only compactoid at y but 
continuous at y and if &,8 are Hausdorff, then K in (5.41 reduces to one 
point (see [23, (3.371). 
Rockafellar defines in [38] directionally Lipschitzian functions. His 
definition is extended by the following one: a function f: X + E is 
r-directionally u-Lipschitzian at x towards h, if DC+,V+;7+jf(~)h < +a. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let 7 2 5 be linear Hausdorff topologies on X, u 2 8 
linear Hausdog topologies on Y. Let k be such that for each x E Min, f ( y ) 
and each h E X, f is r X u-directionally 5 x O-Lipschitzian at (x, y) to- 
wards (h, k). If there exists a &compactoid eepi~infxf~-local selection of 
Min, f at y, then there is x E Min, f(y) such that 
q+,e+;g infxf(y)k I jn$DC+,fxO+;rxW-jf(xP y)(h,k). (5.6) 
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Proof. In view of [38, Theorem 31, the directional Lipschitz condition 
implies that 
for each h E X and x E Min, f(y). On the other hand, by (2.161, the 
functions (x, y) c) D,, IxO+.LxL-jf(x, yxh, k) are upper semicontinuous 
with respect to (6 X ~)epif’ as is their infimum as h ranges over X. 
Therefore the supremum in (5.4) is attained for each k. q 
COROLLARY 5.5. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 5.4 (valid for each 
k E Y separately), 
dom(D(+,,+,,~,inf,f(y)) =  
xEMin,yf(y) 
dom(h:n:D(+,*,8+;,x~-)~(x,y)(h,.)). (5.7) 
If f is directionally Lipschitzian at (x, y) towards (h, k) for each h E X 
and each x E Min, f(y), the maximum is realized on (5.4) for every k. 
Consider now the case of f = g i I)~, where g: X x Y + @ and A c X 
x Y. This case, as seen before, corresponds to the minimization problems 
in which some constraints are explicitly given by A. It is known [37] that if 
there is (h, k) belonging to the equi-tangent cone T(+, +; -,A(x, y) towards 
which g is directionally Lipschitzian at (x, y), then 
q+, +; -,(g i +,J(x, y)(k k) 2 DC+, ; -,dx, y)(h, k, 
for each (h, k) in q+, +; -) A(x, y). This inequality enables us to deduce 
the following from Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose that T 2 5, u 2 ~9 are linear Hausdofl 
topologies, g is a lower 5 X &semicontinuous function on X X Y, 
A is a relation from Y to X hypocompactoid at y from 8 to 6, satisfying 
(Lim,,-,,-, AXx, y) c A(x, y) and such that for each x E Min, g(y) there 
exists an (h, k) E T~+,sxo+;7xo-) A(x, y) towards which g is r X u- 
directionally 6 x B-Lipschitzian at (x, y). Then 
q+,+;-)w4 dY)k 
I sup inf D,,, +; -,g(x, y)(h, k). (5.8) 
xcMinA g(y) he(?+, +; -)A(xp J’))~ 
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6. SUBGRADIENT INCLUSIONS 
Let X, Y be linear spaces and ( , ): X x Y + IF&! a bilinear coupling 
function that separates points. Then, there is a lattice isomorphism be- 
tween the complete lattice of convex, a(Y, X)-closed subsets of Y and 
that of sublinear, a(X, Y )-lower semicontinuous proper functions g on X, 
enriched by the constant function -03, given by 
dg={yEY:(x,y) sg(x),x=X}, 
the inverse isomorphism being defined by 
A I-+ sup(- ,Y>. 
YEA 
Hence, for a family {gJi E I of such functionals, 
a( ;Eygi) = clco( F,Jgi) and ‘(E!gi) = ,?,“giy (6-1) 
where cl co stands for the closed convex hull. 
A dual lattice isomorphism exists between the complete lattice of 
convex a(Y, X)-closed cones in Y with vertex at zero and that of convex, 
c+(X, Y)-closed cones in X with vertex at zero and is given by 
A” = {x: (x,y) 5 Ofor y GA}. 
Accordingly, for a family {AJi E, of such cones 
and ( nAi)O = clco UA;. (6.2) 
iCI 
PROPOSITION 6.1 [43, PROPOSITION 41. If p is a proper sublinear lower 
semicontinuous function on a locally convex space X and if K is closed 
convex cone in X (with vertex at 01, then, 
d(p + &) = cl(ap + K”). (6.3) 
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Therefore for sublinear lower semicontinuous functions p and 4 such 
that p is proper and 4 is not (consequently q admits only the values + CO 
and -TV>, one has 
asup(p,q) = cl(8p + (domq)O). (6.4) 
An equi-tangent derivative Dc+,5+,T-jf(~) (for 5 a linear topology, T a 
linear locally convex topology such that T 2 5) is either a sublinear lower 
r-semicontinuous proper function, or is equal to --co on its effective 
domain dom DC+,+;-J(X) = {h: D(+,5+;T-jf(~)h < +w} which is a con- 
vex cone with vertex at zero. In what follows, after Rockafellar, we denote 
by 
af(x) = q., +; -,f(4 a”fW = [dam DC+, +i-,fCx)] o 
respectively the subdifferential and the singular subdifferential of f at x. Of 
course, if af(x) is empty, then D,, +; -,f(x)h equals --co on its domain. 
Now let T, u be locally convex topologies on X and Y, respectively, and 
let X’, Y’ stand for their topological duals. Let 5 and 8 be other locally 
convex topologies on X and Y. Then, for a function f: X x Y + i?i, 
af(x, y) and Tf(x, y) are understood as subdifferentials relative to 
D c+,5x8+;Txv-jf(x, y), hence they are subsets of X’ x Y’ (and thus rela- 
tions from x’ to Y’). Following Rockafellar [35], we set 
M(Y) = u Pf(x, Y)lO (6.5) 
M”(Y) = u P”fb Ym (6.6) 
xEMinxf(y) 
where 0 stands for the origin of X. 
THEOREM 6.2. For locally convex topologies such that T 2 5, u 2 8, if 
(X, T) is a reflexive Banach space and if the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 hold, 
then 
ainf,f(y) =4,co(M(~) +W(Y)). (6.7) 
fiqof. Since r 2 6 and L+ 2 8, Dc+,sxO+;7xm-jf(x, y) is sublinear for 
each x, y. Consequently, the functions 
a,,,(k) = cl, inf,,,D(+,gxe+;TX~-~f(x~ y)(k7h) 
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are sublinear. Let Z(y) (resp. I”(y)) be the subset of Min,f(y) such that 
for x E Z(y) (resp. x E F’(y)) the corresponding function is proper (is not 
proper). Then, by (S.l), in view of (6.1) and (6.4) 
a inf, f( y) c cl,, cl, co U ~?a,, + cl, co U (dom ax,,)’ 
XMY) xd==(y) 
c cl, co 
( 
u &z,, + u @omaxy)o . 
X61(Y) xd-(Y) 1 
(6.8) 
NOW, z E da,, (resp. z E (dom a,,)“), implies that (0, z) E af(x, y) (rap. 
(0, z) E a”f(x, y)). According to (6.5), (6.6), formula (6.8) yields (6.7). Cl 
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